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ABSTRACT
Accretion is one of the most important processes in astrophysics. Accretion discs areobserved in a very large wavelength range, from infrared to X-rays, and in a very largerange of scales: from several kilometers (accretion onto a neutron star) to parsecs (gas
tori in active galactic nuclei). Physics of accretion discs is diverse, but the basic equations,
equations of magnetohydrodynamics, remain the same.
Accretion can also be a radiatively efficient process. As a consequence, radiation pressure
easily becomes dynamically important, and a large number of accreting sources exceed their
Eddington limit – the luminosity limit beyond which radiation pressure is sufficient to destroy
the accretion flow itself.
Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) are extragalactic non-nuclear sources with huge
luminosities L > few×1039 erg s−1 exceeding the Eddington luminosity limits for a stellar
mass black hole. Though studied for already about 30 years, they remain interesting both as an
extreme case of accreting sources and as an outcome of violent and poorly understood stellar
evolution. Besides, recent discoveries have shown many ULXs to contain neutron stars with
strong magnetic fields, making them even more extreme both in the sense of fundamental
physics and from the point of view of the luminosity excess over the Eddington limit. To
meaningfully interpret ULX observations, detailed models of super-Eddington accretion onto
compact objects, both of the accretion disc and of the disc-magnetosphere interaction, are highly
desirable. However, theoretical models describing accretion at such high rates are complicated
by the dominance of radiation pressure, the need to account for advection of energy towards
the compact object, and the possible presence of powerful outflows.
We have started our studies by deriving the critical luminosity for a disc around a black
hole taking into account disc finite thickness, heat advection, and general relativity (GR) effects.
GR effectively makes vertical gravity stronger, and so does inward heat advection. At the same
time, normally ignored non-linear vertical gravity dependence on height in a thick disc slightly
lowers the limit, resulting in an overall correction by about a factor of two with respect to the
classical approach. More accurate result surprisingly depends on the two-dimensional rotation
profile of the disc.
For the case of a neutron star with a strong magnetic field, the structure of the disc is not
that important by itself as it is essentially invisible and unimportant for the energy budget.
However, the position of the disc-magnetosphere boundary is the most important link between
the fundamental parameters of the system (magnetic moment of the star, mass accretion rate,
viscosity parameter etc.) and the observables (such as spin period and its derivative, power
density spectrum of the variability of the source). We developed a model of an accretion disc
v
around a neutron star taking into account the effects of advection and wind. This model may
be applied to a large variety of magnetized neutron stars accreting close to or above their
Eddington limits: ULX pulsars, Be/X-ray binaries in outbursts, and other systems.
vi
TIIVISTELMÄ
Massan kertyminen painovoimakentässä on yksi tärkeimmistä astrofysiikan proses-seista. Kertymäkiekkoja voidaan havaita laajalla aallonpituusalueella aina infrapunastaröntgensäteisiin, ja useissa kokoluokissa useista kilometreistä (kertyminen neutron-
itähdelle) parsekeihin (aktiivisten galaksiydinten kaasurenkaat). Kertymäkiekkojen fysiikka on
monipuolista, mutta perusyhtälöt eli magnetohydrodynamiikan yhtälöt pysyvät samoina.
Massan kertyminen voi myös olla säteilyllisesti tehokas prosessi. Tämän seurauksena
säteilypaineesta tulee helposti dynaamisesti tärkeä, ja moni kerryttävistä kohteista ylittää
Eddingtonin rajansa, luminositeettiraja, jota kirkkaammissa kohteissa säteilyn paine estää
massan kertymisen.
Ylikirkkaat röntgenkohteet (ultraluminous X-ray sources, ULX:t), ovat galaksin ulkop-
uolisia kohteita, joiden huimat luminositeetit L > few×1039 erg s−1 ylittävät Eddingtonin
luminositeetit tähdenmassaiselle mustalle aukolle. Vaikka kohteita on tutkittu jo noin 30
vuotta, ne ovat edelleen kiinnostavia äärimmäisiä massaa kerryttäviä kohteita ja rajun sekä
huonosti ymmärretyn tähtien elinkaaren lopputuloksia. Viimeaikaiset havainnot osoittavat
usean ULX:n sisältävän voimakkaasti magneettisen neutronitähden, mikä tekee niistä entistäkin
äärimmäisempiä sekä perustavanlaatuisen fysiikan että Eddingtonin rajan ylittävän kirkkauden
näkökulmasta. ULX-havaintojen ymmärtäminen edellyttääkin yksityiskohtaisia malleja Edding-
tonin rajan ylittävälle massan kertymiselle, sekä kertymäkiekon että kiekon ja magnetosfäärin
vuorovaikutuksen suhteen. Suurilla massankertymismäärillä säteilypaineen dominoiva rooli,
tarve ottaa huomioon energian advektio kompaktista kohdetta kohti ja mahdolliset voimakkaat
ulosvirtaukset kuitenkin monimutkaistavat teoreettisia malleja.
Olemme aloittaneet tutkimuksemme johtamalla kriittisen luminositeetin mustaa aukkoa
ympäröivälle kiekolle ottaen huomioon kiekon rajatun paksuuden, lämmön advektion ja yleisen
suhteellisuusteorian (general relativity, GR) vaikutukset. Käytännössä GR voimistaa pystysu-
untaista painovoimaa, kuten myös lämmön advektio sisäänpäin. Samaan aikaan, tavallisesti
huomiotta jätetty epälineaarinen pystysuuntainen painovoiman riippuvuus korkeudesta pak-
sussa kiekossa hieman alentaa rajaa johtaen kaiken kaikkiaan kahden kokoluokkaa olevaan
korjaukseen klassiseen verrattuna. Tarkempi tulos yllättäen riippuu kiekon kaksiulotteisesta
pyörimisprofiilista.
Voimakkaasti magnetisoidun neutronitähden tapauksessa kiekon rakenne ei ole niin tärkeä
itsessään, sillä se on käytännössä piilossa ja merkityksetön energiabudjetille. Kiekon ja magne-
tosfäärin rajan sijainti on kuitenkin tärkein linkki järjestelmän perustavanlaatuisten parametrien
(tähden magneettinen momentti, massan kertymismäärä, viskositeetti, jne.) ja havaittavien
suureiden välillä (mm. pyörimisaika ja sen derivaatta sekä kohteen kirkkauden muutoksen
vii
tehospektri).
Kehitimme neutronitähden kertymäkiekon mallin ottaen huomioon advektion ja tuulen
vaikutukset. Tätä mallia voi soveltaa lukuisiin erityyppisiin magneettisiin neutronitähtiin, jotka
kerryttävät massaa lähellä tai yli niiden Eddingtonin rajan: ULX-pulsarit, Be-/röntgenkaksoistähdet
purkauksissa ja muut järjestelmät.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most powerful processes in the Universe is accretion, infall of gas intoa gravitation well. While the efficiency1 of hydrogen fusion is about 7×10−3, theefficiency of accretion can around be 0.2 for a neutron star (NS) with typical mass
M = 1.4 M¯ and radius R∗ = 10 km, and up to 0.42 for an extremely rapidly rotating Kerr
black hole (BH). From the Stefan-Boltzmann’s law, the characteristic effective temperature
during accretion onto a NS is Teff ∼ 1 keV, that corresponds to the standard X-ray range. X-ray
radiation from an accreting source was first detected in 1962 by a team lead by Riccardo
Giacconi [26]. This source, Scorpius X-1, is a NS whose intense gravity draws material
off this companion into an accretion disc, from where it ultimately falls onto the surface,
releasing a tremendous amount of energy. X-ray radiation from an accreting stellar-mass BH
was first detected from the high-mass X-ray binary Cygnus X-1 in 1964 by a sub-orbital rocket
experiment [18].
The nature of X-ray sources was unclear at that time. Some of the soft X-ray sources
were identified as supernova remnants. Detection of fast variability from X-ray sources helped
understand that these objects are very compact, and accretion by a compact source is a plausible
explanation for their activity. First works on accretion theory appeared just after the discoveries
[27, 59]. The basics of accretion theory was developed in [58], [76], [65], [66] and [44].
Accreting matter may come from the interstellar medium or from a companion star. There are
a few possible configurations of an accretion flow: spherical (practically unrealistic), Bondi-
1We define efficiency as energy released per unit rest energy η= E
mc2
= GM
Rc2
.
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Hoyle (axisymmetrical accretion onto a moving compact object), disc, and channelled by
magnetosphere.
When matter has insignificant angular and linear momentum, it falls down onto the compact
object as a spherical envelope. This regime is known as Bondi accretion [17]. A more realistic
case when the compact object moves through a uniform gas cloud is Bondi-Hoyle accretion
[30, 21]. This is relevant for the case of the captured stellar wind from a massive donor star in a
close binary system. Bondi-Hoyle model fairly describes the accretion flow in such a system in
a certain range of radii where the influence of the angular momentum is negligible.
The impact of angular momentum can be illustrated by considering the free-fall case when
the matter feels the accretor only through its gravitational field. During the free fall, the matter
captured by the gravitational field of the compact object conserves its angular momentum.
When the net angular momentum becomes comparable to the local Keplerian value, the radial
motion slows down and ultimately seizes when the local Keplerian velocity is exceeded by a
factor of
p
2 . In order to determine whether matter forms a disc or not at some distance R, we
should compare its net angular momentum with the Keplerian angular momentum at this radius
(GMR)1/2 [33].
During accretion, some fraction of the rest energy is converted to heat and then released as
radiation. Accretion luminosity depends on the mass accretion rate M˙ as
(1.1) L' GMM˙
R
.
In the spherically symmetric case, there is a luminosity limit for a steadily accreting object,
known as the Eddington luminosity [20]. To understand the physical meaning of this limit, let
us consider a particle of the mass m affected by two forces, gravity and radiation pressure force.
When these two forces balance, matter can not move toward the compact object any more, and
(1.2)
GmM
R2
= LEddσT
4piR2c
,
where σT is the extinction cross-section we will hereafter identify with Thomson electron
scattering cross-section. The Eddington luminosity for a pure hydrogen plasma is:
(1.3) LEdd =
4piGMmpc
σT
' 1.3×1038(M/M¯) erg s−1,
where mp is proton mass. Above the limit, matter is expelled by the radiation pressure in
continuum, and accretion seemingly becomes impossible. Any source exceeding this limit
for its estimated or expected mass is thus of extreme interest, as it has supposedly found a
way to overcome its Eddington limit. There are several hundreds of such sources observed in
2
Table 1.1: Observational properties of the ULXP.
Name LmaxX , erg s
−1 Ps, s Porb, d P˙secular, s s−1 References
M82 X-2 2×1040 1.37 2.5 −2.73×10−10 [9]
NGC 7793 P13 2×1039 0.42 3−7 −4×10−11 [35, 23, 31]
NGC 5907 1041 1.1 5.3 −8.1×10−10 [34]
NGC 300 ULX 1 5×1039 16 −5.56×10−7 [19, 73]
Observational properties of the known ULXP: maximal luminosity, spin period, orbital period,
secular period derivation.
other galaxies, exceeding the Eddington limit for a 10-100 M¯ black hole. Such objects are
known as ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs). It is believed that most of these objects are
X-ray binaries powered by accretion onto a compact object. Now we know about 500 [74] ULX
candidates in all types of galaxies. However the nature of the compact objects in ULXs is still
unknown. They can be stellar BHs accreting in a super-Eddington regime [13], or they can be
microblazars – sub-Eddington sources with a jet pointing at us [40]. Alternatively, ULXs can
be intermediate-mass BHs with masses about 103M¯ [46] or young rotation-powered pulsars
[45].
Recently it was realized that some of the ULXs in the nearby galaxies are actually magne-
tized NSs accreting well above their Eddington limits. Bachetti et al. [9] using NuSTAR data
discovered coherent pulsations with period of P ' 1.37 s from the ULX pulsar (ULXP) X-2
in the galaxy M82, see Fig. 1.1. The maximum luminosity of this object is L' 1040 erg s−1.
This X-ray binary consists of a magnetized NS and a donor star of about 5.2M¯. The X-ray
pulsar spins up at a rate of P˙ '−2×10−10 s s−1. The source is observed in two states: high,
with a luminosity L∼ 1040 erg s−1, and low, with a luminosity L∼ 1038 erg s−1, see Fig. 1.2.
There are no observations showing intermediate luminosities. This behaviour was explained
as accretion modulation with the centrifugal barrier set by the rotating magnetosphere of the
NS [70]. This transition occurs when the inner parts of the accretion disc rotate at the angular
frequency of the NS. The radius of the inner edge of the accretion disc depends on the magnetic
field of the NS and the mass accretion rate (see Chapter 3 for the details), this helps estimate the
magnetic field of the pulsar in M82 X-2. It was estimated as about 1014 G that is comparable to
the magnetic fields of magnetars.
Another ULXP, NGC 5907 discovered in [34], broke the luminosity record among the
ULXPs (it has L∼ 1041 erg s−1), and also shows strong spin-up, P˙ =−5×10−9 s s−1. Today
we already know four ULXPs with L> 2×1039 erg s−1. The properties of these sources are
listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1.1: Chandra image of the centre of the galaxy M82. The circles indicate the positions
of ULXs M82 X-1 and X-2, from [70]. Left panel: ULXP in low state. Right panel: ULXP in
high state.
Figure 1.2: (a) Light curve of M82 X-2 obtained by the Chandra observatory during 15 years
of observations. Luminosities are given for the energy range 0.5−10 keV; (b) Distribution
of individual observations over luminosities (black line). Bimodal structure is clearly seen.
Red and blue dashed lines show the averaged luminosities in the “high” and “low” states,
respectively. The grey line represents a rescaled version of the luminosity distribution of the
X-ray pulsar LMC X-4 from the Swift/BAT data. From [70].
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The discovery of pulsations in M82 X-2 has started the era of ULX pulsars. Many interesting
questions arise such as how to explain the excess over Eddington luminosity by a factor of
10-100 observed in many ULXs? What are the magnetic fields in these objects? How does the
radiation released close to the NS affect the accretion disc?
In this thesis I consider super-critical accretion onto NSs and BHs. The main issues I
address are:
• the possible applications of the standard disc theory to objects exceeding the Eddington
limit. In particular, the accretion discs in most ULXPs are large enough to consider them
thin, as we do in Paper II.
• The limitations of the applicability of this theory and transition to the supercritical regime.
Eddington limit (equation 1.3) was derived for spherically symmetrical accretion. Disc
geometry differs from spherical, and Eddington limit in this case will be larger than
equation (1.3). Other effects like advection, general relativity effects will change the
limit as well. In Paper I we study how different effects change the Eddington limit. As
the Eddington limit restricts the maximal amount of mass gain by a compact object,
predicting its actual value is of primary importance.
• Contributions of different effects. There are few assumptions in the standard disc theory
[66], see Chapter 2. When approaching the Eddington limit these assumptions do not
work any more and theory becomes more complicated. There is no analytical model that
takes into account all the effects of super-Eddington accretion regime. That is why it
is important to understand which effects are more important and how they change the
structure of an accretion disc. Contribution of different effects was studied in Paper I.
• Linking theoretical predictions to the observational properties of the real ULXPs. There
is still little understanding in how a supercritically accreting NS works. That is why it is
important to consider such objects both from theoretical and simulation points of view.
In Papers II and III we develop a simple semi-analytical theory that can explain some of
the observational properties of ULXPs such as apparently high magnetic fields or spin-up
behaviour during outbursts.
Super-critical accretion is one of the most interesting and complicated processes in as-
trophysics. It causes the most violent periods in the life of NSs and BHs. This is a unique
case when the role of radiation pressure forces is comparable to that of gravity, and radiation
plays an active role in the dynamics of accreting matter. Evidently, super-Eddington objects are
bright, that allows to study them at relatively large distances. In particular, ULXs, unlike fainter
5
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X-ray binaries, are easily observed in nearby galaxies. At the same time, super-Eddington
accretion marks the episodes of the most violent evolution in the life of any accreting object,
including a SMBH or a stellar-mass BH or a NS in a binary system. Observations of the most
distant quasars [42] suggest that SMBH gained their masses through supercritical accretion
events. The numerous enigmatic properties of microquasars in general [57] and SS433 [22]
in particular suggest an important role that rapid accretion plays in black-hole binary system.
And, most importantly, ULXPs, apparently exceeding their Eddington luminosities by a factors
of hundreds to thousands, make a new challenge for theorists and modelists who now need to
understand which processes may be responsible for the apparently huge luminosities of the
accreting NSs.
6
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ACCRETION DISC THEORY
2.1 Basic equations
A lmost all the matter in the Universe is in rotation. It can be orbital rotation or rotationin the galaxy. That is why accretion discs are everywhere. In this chapter I will discussthe general theory of accretion discs.
The main equations are the equations of hydrodynamics: continuity, momentum, and energy
conservation equations. The continuity equation for a gas with mass density ρ and velocity
field v is
(2.1)
∂ρ
∂t
+∇· (ρv)= 0.
The momentum conservation (Euler equation with an additional viscous term on the RHS) has
the form:
(2.2) ρ
∂v
∂t
+ρ(v ·∇)v=−∇P−ρ∇Φ+∇←→w .
The pressure gradient ∇P is important in the vertical direction, Φ is the gravitational potential,
←→w is the viscous stress tensor, it transfers the momentum along velocity gradients from the
inner parts of the disc to its outer parts. The important component of it is wrϕ, responsible for
angular momentum transfer. The second term on the LHS is advection of momentum. In the
frame corotating with the disc it can be written as (v ·∇)v= (vp∇)vp+Ω2R, where Ω= vϕ/R
7
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is angular velocity at a given radius R, and vp is poloidal velocity (we will assume the velocity
composed of toroidal (azimuthal) and poloidal components and vp ¿ vϕ).
The third equation of the main system of equations is the energy balance:
(2.3) Q+ =Qrad+Qadv,
where Q+ is the amount of heat generated by viscosity per unit area, Qrad is radiative cooling
rate, and Qadv is heating or cooling rate by advection. We assume Qadv to be positive if the heat
is advected inwards.
The radiative cooling rate from the both sides of the disc may be expressed in terms of
effective temperature Teff:
(2.4) Qrad = 2σSBT4eff,
where σSB is Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant and Teff is effective temperature. The advected flux
Qadv may be viewed (as it is done, for instance, in [43]) as the flux of heat carried with the flow,
and thus may be expressed through the specific entropy per particle s
(2.5) Qadv =
∫ H
−H
ρvr
kT
m˜
ds
dR
dz ,
where vr is the radial velocity, H is disc thickness, and m˜ is the mean particle mass.
The energy dissipating per unit time per unit volume is [41]
(2.6) q+ =wik
∂vi
∂xk
.
In Newtonian viscosity approach it can be written as:
(2.7) q+ = ρνr2
(
dΩ
dR
)2
,
where ν is Newtonian kinematic viscosity. The total energy released in the disc per unit area is:
(2.8) Q+ =
∫ H
−H
q+dz.
Kinematic viscosity was shown to be inefficient in most of the accreting sources [51]. However
there are different mechanisms in accretion discs capable of acting as viscosity, including spiral
waves [8, 10] and magneto-hydrodynamic turbulence excited by instability mechanisms like
the magneto-rotational instability [11]. The simplest way to describe viscosity in the disc is to
assume that viscous stresses are proportional to the pressure in the disc with some coefficient
0<α< 1 [66]:
(2.9) wrϕ =αP.
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Viscous stresses may be due to magnetic fields or turbulence. In both cases, the constancy of α is
ensured by equipartition understood as proportionality between the energy density of magnetic
fields or turbulent motions and the thermal energy density. Thus, the turbulent component of
the dimensionless viscosity parameter can be estimated as the mean turbulent Mach number1
squared, αt ∼
〈
M2t
〉
. This α prescription was introduced by [66] and now widely used. From
observations α= 0.1..1 [37] but simulations generally predict smaller values α∼ 0.01 [56].
2.2 Steady thin disc
The main assumptions of the standard accretion disc theory are:
• axially symmetric and stationary disc,
• small geometric thickness of the disc (which allows to separate variables in the dynamic
equations, calculating independently the vertical and the radial structure),
• all the other velocity components are small in comparison with vϕ; radial velocity is used
only in the equation for angular momentum transfer,
• the vertical optical depth of the disc is large,
• there is no substantial heat transfer in the radial direction,
• the vertically integrated component of the viscous stress tensor Wrϕ =
∫ H
−H
wrϕdz is
proportional to the pressure of the disc integrated over vertical direction Π=
∫ H
−H
Pdz:
Wrϕ =αΠ, where α is a dimensionless constant normally smaller than unity and H is the
half-thickness of the disc,
• the boundary condition in the case of accretion onto a BH is: Wrϕ = 0 at the inner radius.
Let us write the main equations describing the disc in these assumptions. The continuity
equation is:
(2.10)
1
R
∂
∂R
(ΣvrR)= 0,
which in the integral form corresponds to a constant mass accretion rate M˙ =−2piΣvrR.
1we define the turbulent Mach number as the mean turbulent motion velocity in the units of the speed of
sound.
9
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The momentum equation (2.2) in z-direction is in our assumptions reduced to hydrostatics
(2.11) 0=−1
ρ
dP
dz
−GM
R3
z.
|∂P/∂z| can be approximated by P/H that implies
(2.12)
1
ρ
P
H
'Ω2KH,
where ΩK =
√
GM
R3
. If the sound speed is cs '
√
P/ρ , disc thickness becomes
(2.13) H ' cs
ΩK
.
Radial component of momentum equation (2.2) becomes
(2.14) vr
∂vr
∂R
+vz ∂vr
∂z
−Ω2R =−1
ρ
∂P
∂R
−GM
R2
.
In the thin-disc approximation we can neglect the first and the second terms in the LHS as well
as well as the pressure gradient in the RHS, because they are small. From the radial angular
momentum transfer and from the vertical hydrostatic equilibrium (2.11) we get:
(2.15)
v2r,z
R
∼
(
α
(
H
R
)2)2 GM
R2
,
(2.16)
1
ρ
∂P
∂R
∼
(
H
R
)2 GM
R2
.
Finally, the radial component of momentum equation (2.14) becomes
(2.17) Ω2R = GM
R2
.
That ensures Keplerian rotation with Ω=ΩK.
The momentum equation in the azimuthal direction is:
(2.18) ΣvrR
∂(ΩR2)
∂R
=−∂(WrϕR
2)
∂R
,
where Σ is surface density Σ=
∫ H
−H
ρdz. Integrating this equation we get:
(2.19) M˙ΩR2−2piWrϕR2 = const.
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The constant can be found from the boundary conditions. The standard thin disc assumes zero
boundary condition at its inner edge which corresponds to the innermost stable orbit Rin in the
case of a BH: Wrϕ(Rin)= 0. Applying this condition yields
(2.20) M˙Ω(R)
1−
√
Rin
R
= 2piWrϕ.
A nontrivial boundary condition at the inner edge of the disc may arise in case of accretion
onto a rapidly rotating compact object with a strong magnetic field.
In order to estimate the viscous stress tensor one can use α-prescription:
(2.21) wrϕ =αP,
where P = Pgas+Prad is disc pressure, composed of the gas pressure Pgas = nkT and the
radiation pressure Prad =
1
3
aT4 in the disc.
Another conserved quantity is energy. In the standard disc model, there is a local energy
balance: all the energy generated by viscosity Q+(R) is radiated from the surface at the same
radius as radiation flux Qrad(R):
(2.22) Q+ =Qrad.
Amount of heat generated by viscosity between two of the surfaces of the disc:
(2.23) Q+ = 2
∫ H
0
q+dz=−WrϕRdΩdR .
For a BH with the trivial boundary condition it is:
(2.24) Q+ = 34pi M˙Ω
2
K
1−
√
Rin
R
 .
In order to estimate Qrad, one can use diffusion approximation:
(2.25)
c
3κρ
d(aT4)
dz
=−F−,
where F− is energy flux, a= 4σSB/c is radiation constant, and κ is the opacity. There are two
main sources of opacity: scattering on free electrons (Thomson opacity κes ' 0.34 cm2 g−1 for
solar metallicity) and free-free transitions κff. Radiative cooling rate can be expressed through
the surface energy flux as
(2.26) Qrad = 2F−|z=H .
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At high mass accretion rates, when radiation pressure dominates over Pgas, the vertical
scaleheight of the disc can be obtained by equating the pressure created by vertical radiation
flux, κF−/c, and vertical gravity gz =GMH/R3:
(2.27)
κF−
c
= GM
R3
H.
This equality gives us disc thickness in the radiation-pressure-dominated regime:
(2.28) H = 3
8pi
κM˙
c
1−
√
Rin
R
 .
These equations describe the structure of a standard thin disc. Standard disc model well
describes the accretion discs in the systems with luminosities 0.05LEdd ≤ L≤ 0.5LEdd. When
the luminosity is outside this range, the inner parts of the disc become thick. Both cases, small
and large mass accretion rates, are considered in subsection 2.4.
2.3 Relativistic standard disc
The model of standard disc was extended to relativistic case [50]. The main assumptions of this
model are:
• the disc plane coincides with the equatorial plane of the BH,
• the companion star in the binary system has negligible gravitational influence on the disc
structure (assumption usually valid in the inner parts of disc, where general relativity
effects are important),
• the disc is geometrically thin, H(R)¿R,
• the disc is in a quasi-steady state,
• the gas of the disc moves in circular, geodesic orbits.
In this section we will follow the work of [16]. All the equations are in Kerr metric g ik in
Boyer-Lindquist coordinates xi = (t, r,θ,ϕ):
(2.29)
ds2 =−
(
1− 2r
Σ∗
)
dt2− 4arsin
2θ
Σ∗
dtdϕ+Σ
∗
∆
dr2+Σ∗dθ2+
(
r2+a2+ 2ra
2 sin2θ
Σ∗
)
sin2θdϕ2.
where r = Rc2/(GM) = R/Rg, Rg = GM/c2 is gravitational radius, a = Jc/(GM2) is Kerr
parameter, ∆= r2−2r+a2, and Σ∗ = r2+a2 cos2θ.
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The four-velocity of the accreting gas is ui = (ut,ur,uθ,uϕ). The angular velocity of the
gas is Ω= uϕ/ut, net angular momentum l =−uϕ/ut.
Let us write the equations of accretion theory in relativistic form. The equation of baryonic
number conservation is
(2.30) ∇i(ρui)= 0.
From here, integrating in vertical direction, we get in the steady state
(2.31) M˙ = 2pirΣur = const.
Here, the surface density Σ =
∫ H
−H
ρdz =
∫ 2pi
0
ρ
p
gθθ dθ. The additional metric multiplier is
p
gθθ ' r near the equatorial plane.
Similarly, the vertically integrated equations of conservation of energy and angular momen-
tum acquire the form
(2.32)
∂
∂r
[
µ
(
M˙
2pi
ut+2rνΣσrt
)]
= Qrad
c2
utr
and
(2.33)
∂
∂r
[
µ
(
M˙
2pi
uϕ+2rνΣσrϕ
)]
= Qrad
c2
uϕr,
where
(2.34) µ= E+Σc
2+Π
Σc2
is relativistic enthalpy, σrφ and σ
r
t are non-trivial components of the shear stress tensor, Qrad
are radiative losses, E is the vertically integrated internal energy density. Radiative losses Qrad
can be written as twice the flux measured in the co-moving reference frame and are the same as
in non-relativistic case, see eq. (2.26).
In Navier-Stokes approximation (viscous stress tensor components proportional to the
corresponding strain tensor component), non-trivial components of the shear stress tensor are:
(2.35) σrϕ =
1
2
grrgϕϕ
√
−gtt γ3 dΩ
dr
,
(2.36) σrt =−Ωσrϕ,
where γ= ut(−gtt)−1/2 is Lorentz-factor measured in the frame of local observers having zero
angular momentum and Ω is angular velocity.
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The radial component of momentum equation in thin-disc approximation can be written as:
(2.37)
1
2
durur
dr
+ urQ+
c3Σµ
+ 1
c2Σµ
dΠ
dr
− 1
2
γ2gtt(Ω−Ω−K )(Ω−Ω+K )
∂gϕϕ
∂r
= 0,
where Keplerian angular velocities for the co-rotating (+) and counter-rotating (-) orbits in
relativistic case are: Ω±K =±
1
r3/2±a . Surface viscous heating rate in relativistic approach is
(2.38) Q+ = 2νΣσ2c2,
where σ2 = 1
2
grrgφφ(−gtt)γ4
(
dΩ
dr
)2
.
2.4 Thick discs
At low accretion rates, diffusion approximation (eq. 2.25) is not applicable because the disc
becomes optically thin. For such a disc, the efficiency of radiation cooling is very low. Thermal
energy released in the flow by viscosity is not going to be radiated away, but will be advected
towards the compact object. In the case of a BH this advected energy is lost in the hole, in
the case of a NS it is thermalized and reradiated from the stellar surface. Such an accretion
flow more likely exists in the form of a two-temperature plasma and is cooled by synchrotron,
bremsstrahlung, and other processes. This type of accretion regime is called ADAF – advection-
dominated accretion flow [32, 48, 49, 4, 5].
For ULXs, more relevant is the opposite case, when M˙ is high [14, 3, 1]. Heat generation
increases with increasing mass accretion rate Q+∝ M˙, see eq. (2.23). From the local energy
balance eq. (2.22), radiation energy losses increase as well. As radiation pressure is opposed by
the vertical gravity (eq. 2.27), thickness of the disc increases.
In the standard disc model, we neglected all the terms ∼ (H/R)2, but this cannot be done
when H ∼ R. The first new quantity appearing in the radial dynamic equation (2.14) is the
pressure gradient. Disc now rotates with the angular frequency different from Keplerian. The
related radius at which the scale height of the disc becomes comparable to its radius is known
as the spherization radius.
In the model of [66] this distance is Rsph = 3/2m˙Rg, where m˙= M˙c2/LEdd is dimensionless
mass accretion rate. More accurate estimates taking into account the inner boundary condition
in the standard theory framework give [2]:
(2.39) Rsph, NR =
3
2
m˙Rg · 43 cos
2
(
1
3
arccos
(
−3
√
Rin/Rgp
2m˙
))
.
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Figure 2.1: Critical mass accretion rate as a function of Kerr parameter a. Dotted line is the
critical rate for spherically symmetric accretion, dashed line is the maximal mass accretion
rate in Newtonian approximation (eq. 2.39), and the solid line corresponds to the limit in full
general relativity (eq. 2.40), see Paper I.
In the model of relativistic standard disc, the spherization radius is found by solving the
expression
(2.40) Rsph =
3
2
m˙
Q(Rsph,a)
B(Rsph,a)
√
C (Rsph,a)
Cr(Rsph,a)
Rg,
where calligraphic letters are correction coefficients introduced in the works by [52] and [62]:
(2.41) B = 1+ a
(R/Rg)3/2
,
(2.42) C = 1− 3
R/Rg
+ 2a
(R/Rg)3/2
,
(2.43) Q = Bp
rC
(√
R/Rg −
√
Rin/Rg −
3
4
a ln
R
Rin
−A1−A2−A3
)
,
A1,A2,A3 are coefficients from [50] and [52]. The critical m˙ when the disc starts to achieve
H =R at some radius (and equation 2.39 or 2.40 starts having a solution) in non-relativistic
and relativistic regimes is shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.2: Time-averaged density and angular frequency map calculated using a HARM2D
simulation. Left panel: colour-coded is angular velocity Ω= uϕ/ut in c3/GM units, black lines
are vertical (Ω = const) lines corresponding to the same values of angular velocity as the
boundaries between different colours/shades. Right panels: angular frequency slice through
the equatorial plane (thick red points) and for polar angle 45◦ ≤ θ ≤ 135◦ ; solid black line is
Keplerian law. Lower right panel shows relative deviations from the cylindrical Keplerian law.
All the distances are in Rg units. Vertical dotted lines mark the radius of the last stable orbit.
See Paper I for the details.
When the time scale for radial motion and the radiative cooling time are comparable, the
local energy balance (eq. 2.22) is broken: a fraction of the energy produced at some radius
R0 is stored in the disc as thermal energy and advected into the black hole instead of being
radiated away, the other will be radiated away at some other distance R <R0.
It is hard to describe the structure of a thick disc analytically. Without the thin-disc ap-
proximation, it is impossible to separate the variables in the equations, and all the quantities
should be solved for in two dimensions simultaneously. Apart from advection effects discussed
above, it is also important to take into account the radial pressure gradient. According to the
radial Euler equation, significant pressure gradient leads to non-Keplerian rotation in the disc.
We need numerical simulations to construct the thick disc. The structure of a simulated thick
relativistic disc is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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ACCRETION ONTO A NEUTRON STAR
3.1 Introduction
Accretion onto a NS differs from BH accretion in a number of ways. Unlike a BH, NShas a surface, therefore the accreted matter and released energy are not lost below thehorizon. Depending on the mass accretion rate, observable X-ray radiation may come
predominantly from accretion flows or some heated parts of the surface of the star. The second
difference is that NSs have magnetic fields. Presence of magnetic fields disrupts the accretion
disc and channels the accreting matter along the field lines. The outcome of the interaction
between the magnetic field of the NS and the matter being accreted depends on the properties
of the NS.
This interaction is thought to lead to a wide variety of X-ray activity, for instance X-ray
pulses, quasi-periodic oscillations, stochastic variability, jets etc. Many of them are attributed
to the interaction between accretion flows and the magnetosphere of the star.
Neutron stars may be classified by the energy sources powering their emission and spin
evolution [28]. Rotation-powered NSs extract their energy from the rotation of the NS. Most
numerous (in the sample of all the observed NSs) class of the rotation-powered NSs are radio
pulsars [36]. These objects have a wide range of magnetic field strengths B= 108−1013 G and
spin periods from 1.4ms [29] to 23.5s [68]. Magnetars are a class of magnetically-driven NSs,
whose radiation comes from very strong decaying magnetic fields. They are isolated NSs with
periods 2−12 s and extremely high magnetic fields 1014−1015 G [72].
In my research, I focus on accretion-powered NSs. These NSs reside in binary systems
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and accrete matter from a donor star. Accreting NSs display a wide variety of behaviours,
depending on the NS magnetic field strength, mass of the companion and properties of the
accretion flow. Low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB) contain low-mass (. 1M¯) donor stars such
as brown dwarfs, white dwarfs, red giants, but most likely low-mass main-sequence or sub-giant
stars. The donor star fills its Roche lobe, and accretion runs through the inner Lagrangian point
forming an accretion disc. NSs in LMXBs are believed to be old and have weak magnetic
fields B∼ 108 G [28]. Because of the small magnetic field, the accretion disc comes close to
the surface of the NS, gradually spinning the NS up. Some LMXBs exhibit X-ray bursts that
are interpreted as thermonuclear explosions on the surface of the NSs [67].
High mass X-ray binaries (HMXB) consist of NSs and high-mass donor stars M > 2M¯.
The donor star loses mass through a strong spherically symmetric wind or through a decretion
disc (in the case of a Be donor star). Stellar wind is then captured by the NS. A large subclass
of HMXBs is Be/X-ray binaries [60]. These are mostly wide, eccentric binaries where the
accretion rate is strongly modulated with the orbital period, and a large fraction of matter s
transported in short flares. The flares are probably related to the the donor Be star losing matter
through a decretion disc or a dense equatorial wind. Spin periods of these NSs vary in the range
∼ 1−1000 s, and magnetic fields are about B∼ 1012−14 G.
In my thesis I focus on ULXPs which are likely the HMXB accreating via Roche lobe
overflow. In order to understand the observational properties of this type of NS, one should
introduce some important radii. Let us consider the case when matter moves inward at the free-
fall velocity vff =
√
2GM
R
. Spherically symmetric inflow ram pressure ρv2ff opposes magnetic
field pressure B2/8pi. At some distance RA (Alfvén radius), where both pressures are equal, the
inward motion stops:
(3.1) RA =
(
µ2
2M˙
p
2GM
)2/7
,
where µ ' B∗R3∗ is the magnetic moment of the NS of the radius R∗, mass M and dipole
magnetic field on its surface B∗.
However, matter can penetrate through the magnetosphere and accrete onto the NS surface
because of the instabilities at the magnetospheric boundary, for instance interchange instability
[7], or because of the reconnections in the magnetosphere [53]. Persistent accretion is possible
if the magnetosphere is rotating slower than the disc at the magnetopsheric boundary. Assuming
Keplerian rotation, one can estimate the distance Rco(corotation radius) where the angular
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Fig. 1.—Side view of the accretion flow and the surfaces used to evaluate eq. (1), showing the transition region, composed of a broad outer zone where the angular velocity is Keplerian and a narrow boundary layer where it departs significantly from the Keplerian value, and the region of magnetospheric flow. The width 8 = r0 — rco of the boundary layer is typically ~ 0.04ro (see text). Si is a cylindrical surface of radius r0 and height 2h while S2 is composed of two plane surfaces just above and below the disk and S3 comprises two hemispherical surfaces located at infinity. 
the material, magnetic, and viscous stresses to the 
accretion torque. We note that the relative sizes of 
these three contributions depend on the surface used 
to evaluate the integral. Ultimately, however, the 
angular momentum flux is carried entirely by the 
magnetic stress in the sense that the other two con- 
tributions to the torque are completely negligible 
compared to the magnetic torque if the integral is 
evaluated on a surface that lies close to the surface 
of the neutron star. 
In evaluating equation (1), it is convenient to choose 
the surface shown in Figure 1, which is composed of 
three parts: (1) a cylindrical surface S-l of height 2h 
located at the radius rQ that separates the boundary 
layer from the outer transition zone, (2) a surface Si 
consisting of two sheets running just above and 
below the disk from r0 to infinity, and (3) two hemi- spherical surfaces at infinity. Here h is the semi- 
thickness of the disk. The integral over S1 gives the 
torque Niri that is eventually communicated to the star 
by the magnetic field lines that thread the inner transi- 
tion zone, while the integral over S? gives the torque 
Août communicated by the magnetic field lines that thread the outer transition zone. The integral over S3 
vanishes. 
To an excellent approximation the torque Aln is 
given by the material stress on Su since the viscous 
stress on S1 is negligible by comparison (see §V of 
Paper II) while the magnetic stress has no component 
perpendicular to Si. Now the angular velocity of the 
plasma at r0 is closely Keplerian, by definition, so that 
Ain - -pvrr02Q.K(r0)-2'7Tr0>2h 
= M(GMr0)112 = A0 , (2) 
where QK(0 = (GM/r3)112 is the Keplerian angular 
velocity at r in terms of the mass M of the neutron star. 
The torque Aout, on the other hand, is given by the 
magnetic stress on S2, since the material stress on S2 
is negligible (no matter crosses it) while the viscous 
stress has no component perpendicular to Thus 
Í (rB2BJ47T)dS. (3) Js2 
On combining contributions (2) and (3), one finds 
for the total torque on the star the result 
A= A0+ f8 y0(r)B2(r)r2dr , (4) 
where 
Vd) — —(B<i)/Bz)z=h = (BJB^z^ (5) 
is the average azimuthal pitch of the stellar magnetic 
field at the upper and lower surfaces of the disk and rs 
is the outer radius of the transition zone, beyond which 
the stellar field is screened to zero. Equation (4) can be 
evaluated by using the poloidal magnetic field Bz(r) 
given by equations (39)-(41) of Paper II and the 
azimuthal pitch, y^(r), given by equation (37) of that 
paper. The result is 
A = n(œs)N0 , (6) 
where the dimensionless accretion torque, 
n(ojs) = 1 + i(l - «O-1 
x £ b0Uy)(y-m - ^)y-31li0dy, (7) 
depends only on the fastness parameter (Eisner and 
Lamb 1977), 
œs = Qslo) > (8) 
and the dimensionless outer radius of the transition 
zone, ys = rs/r0. The function b0VLt(y) is the dimension- 
less poloidal magnetic field in the outer transition zone 
given by equation (40) of Paper II. 
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Figure 3.1: Side view f the accretion flow and NS magnetosphere, taken from by [24].
velocity of the magnetic field lines ΩNS and the disc are the same
(3.2) Rco =
(
GM
Ω2NS
)1/3
.
If the magnetosphere rotates faster than the accretion disc, and thus Rco < RA, centrifugal
forces may lead to ejection of the accreting matter (see [33]). This regime is called propeller.
In this thesis I will primarily consider the case of Rco >RA when accretion is possible.
3.2 Magnetospheric accr ion
The physical structure and processes acting in the inner regions of accretion discs are still poorly
constrained, yet they are the key elements for understanding disc dy amics and evolution. In
this region, the interaction between the magnetic fi ld of the NS and the matt r of the disc
is a key factor controlling the gas accreti g onto the NS via magnetic lines. There is still no
clear picture of such interaction. One of the classical approaches [25, 24] is to assume that
magnetic field of the NS penetrates the disc in a wide range of radii, see Fig. 3.1. Accretion
disc rotates according to Keplerian law, hence it has different angular velocities at different
radii while magnetic field lines are anchored in the surface of the star and rotate with the NS.
This leads to the magnetic field lines being twisted and wound up. In order to maintain such a
configuration for a time longer than several spin periods, material of the disc should have very
large magnetic diffusivity. As the gas in the disc is mostly ionized, its conductivity is very large,
making the effective magnetic diffusivity very low.Despite this evident inconsistency, such an
approach is widely used. With some modifications [38, 75] taking into account the finite size
of the interaction region, such a model may provide a reasonable physical description for an
infinitely thin disc.
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Figure 4. Thick-disc simulations at t = 100P . (a) Full disc
model, run R3: opening and reconnection from the inner disc
continue indefinitely, giving torque oscillations; (b) no radial ac-
cretion velocity, run NoAdv3: a steady state is reached and the
torques are constant. Markings are as in Fig. 1.
where N0 is the torque on an isolated pulsar of the same
rotation rate; it is roughly 17% larger when the inner mag-
netosphere becomes approximately steady, at t ⇡ 15P .
In this simulation, the final relative strengths of the
spin-up and spin-down contributions to the stellar torque
have been reversed when compared to R1. The lower disc
conductivity has allowed more field lines to remain closed in
the disc, especially inside Rco, which has increased the spin-
up torque and decreased the spin-down torque. The radial
accretion velocity is unimportant in this simulation, as can
be seen in Fig. 2(b), where the dashed lines of the vr = 0 run
(NoAdv2) lie very close to the solid lines of R2 throughout.
The flux function distribution in the disc for the R2
run’s final steady state is shown in Fig. 3(a). As one would
expect, more flux threads the disc when its di↵usivity is
increased. This is true particularly inside corotation, while
the flux threading the outer disc does not change as dra-
matically. The region around Rco in which the poloidal flux
is concentrated has broadened in comparison to the lower
di↵usivity R1 simulation.
4.5 Thicker discs
The final ↵-disc pair, R3 and NoAdv3, were performed to in-
vestigate the behaviour of pulsar magnetospheres coupled to
hotter, partially pressure-supported, discs. Here the assump-
tions underlying the standard ↵-disc model do not apply,
but it usefully allows a straightforward comparison with the
thin-disc simulations, and reflects the more important fea-
tures of thick discs for our purposes: the accretion velocity
increases and the conductivity decreases as the disc becomes
thicker. The R3 simulation has ↵ = 0.1, as in R1, but the
disc is four times thicker, and so vr and   are, respectively,
sixteen times larger and smaller.
The reference run, R3, behaves in many respects like our
fiducial simulation R1: the disc’s open field lines are gradu-
ally driven outward, eventually well beyond the light cylin-
der, but opening and reconnection of those field lines enter-
ing the inner disc continues indefinitely. The stellar torques
undergo large oscillations due to the opening and reconnec-
tion cycle, whose maintenance requires radial accretion in
the disc; see Fig. 2(c). When the radial velocity is removed
in run NoAdv3, the inner disc settles into equilibrium, the
spin-up torque becomes nearly constant, and the spin-down
torque decreases slowly as in run R2. These two outcomes
are illustrated in Fig. 4.
Without the accretion velocity, the spin-up torque re-
mains close to the highest points of the full model’s spin-up
oscillations, and the spin-down torque stays near the low-
est points of the corresponding variations. This is because
the oscillations are primarily caused by the opening of field
lines coupling to the disc inside corotation, as can be seen
in Fig. 4(a). Therefore the opening of this flux, due to the
presence of the disc radial velocity in the full model, de-
creases the spin-up torque in comparison with the model
without disc radial advection (fewer field lines dragging the
star forwards) and similarly increases the spin-down torque
(stronger pulsar wind from larger stellar open flux). The
thick disc’s lower conductivity allows more field lines to re-
main closed inside Rco, di↵using azimuthally through the
disc material, and the spin-up torque is higher than in the
simulations with thinner discs.
The poloidal flux through these thick discs is shown in
Fig. 3(b). The inner plateau of  is now much less evident,
with the stellar magnetic field being distributed more evenly
through the disc due to its reduced conductivity (see Ta-
ble 1). The opening and reconnection cycle is visible in the
clustering of the R3 simulation’s lines into several distinct
bands. The total open flux is less than in the simulations
with thinner, less di↵usive, discs, but not dramatically so.
When the accretion velocity is removed (NoAdv3), in the
inner disc the equatorial flux distribution lies within the
range of excursion of the full simulation over its opening cy-
cle. Further out, the opening events from the inner disc in
the R3 simulation allow more field lines to remain open in
the quasi-steady state, since their relaxation time is longer
than the opening cycle; this accounts for the reduced flux
through the disc in the R3 simulation, compared to NoAdv3,
during all phases of the opening cycle for r/RLC & 0.3.
c  0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
Figure 3.2: Thin infinitely conducting disc simulations by [55]. The axis scales are in units of
NS radius. Light cyli der (RL = c/ΩNS) is sh wn with a vertical gray line, the short green line
indicates the corotation radius in the disc. The outline of the disc is drawn in purple, poloidal
field lines are shown in black. The color indicates the toroidal magnetic field.
Another approach is to consider the disc interacting with the stellar magnetic field nly in a
very narrow region near the inner boundary of the disc, as it was done by [64] and later by [6].
This idea is in good agreement with simulations [63, 54, 55, 53], see Fig. 3.2, if the disc is an
idea conductor.
In the Papers II and III, we followed the second approach and reduced the interaction with
the magnetosphere to a set of boundary conditions (Paper II). First boundary condition follows
from angular momentum conservation
(3.3) M˙in(Ωin−Ωns)R2in = κt
µ2Hin
R2in
,
where M˙in and Ωin are the mass accretion rate and the angular velocity at the inner edge of the
disc Rin, Hin is the half-t ickness of the disc, and the dim nsionless constant κt parametrizes
the efficiency of the angular momentum removal by the magnetic and viscous torques. This
condition assumes that, the matter from the disc enters the magnetosp ere and starts corotat-
ing with the NS, the excess angular momentum (LHS) is removed by the magnetic stresses at
the magnetospheric bou dary (RHS). The s cond bound y condition is the pressure balance
combined with α prescription
(3.4) W inrφ = 2αHin
µ2
8piR6in
.
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Here, internal pressure in the disc is balanced by the external magnetic field pressure, W inrφ is
the vertically integrated rφ - component of the viscous stress tensor at the inner boundary.
A thin disc structure calculated with these boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 3.3. Here
the disc structure with non-trivial boundary conditions is plotted with a red line. Gas-pressure-
and radiation-pressure-dominated standard disc models are shown by blue dotted and green
dashed lines, respectively. One can see that the deviations from Keplerian rotation are very
small. The disc has non-zero thickness at the inner boundary but (H/R)max is smaller than that
for a standard disc because the matter is accumulated near Rin and the surface density becomes
higher while vertically integrated pressure stays the same.
The disc structure around X-ray pulsars is well approximated by the standard accretion
model together with the boundary conditions introduced above. For the magnetic field values
inferred for ULXPs, the magnetospheric radii are about hundred times larger than the NS radius.
Due to the large magnetosphere size, even a hundred-fold excess of Eddington limit does not
mean the accretion disc becomes super-Eddington. When the mass accretion rate becomes high
enough for the inner parts of the disc to enter supercritical regime, thin disc approximation is
no more valid. Then, it is important to take into account outflows from the disc and advection
effects. Super-Eddington disc can exist around ULXP NGC 5907 X-1, that has a maximal
luminosity L∼ 1041 erg s−1.
In the presence of a wind, the angular momentum conservation equation is modified by an
additional term corresponding to the angular momentum outflow in the wind:
(3.5)
d
(
M˙(R)ΩR2
)
dR
= d
dR
(
2piR2Wrφ
)+ dM˙(R)
dR
ΩR2ψ,
where ψ≥ 1 allows us to scale up the net angular momentum lost in the wind. Large ψ can
appear in magneto-centrifugal winds.
It is reasonable to assume that some fraction ²w ≤ 1 of the energy leaving the disc with
radiation is spent to accelerate the outflow [43, 57]:
(3.6) ²wQrad = ²w2σSBT4eff =
Ω2KR
4pi
dM˙(R)
dR
.
During magnetospheric accretion, the matter moves along the magnetic field lines onto
the magnetic poles of the NS. Depending on the magnetic field strength and mass accretion
rate, the matter can form either a hot polar cap or a configuration called accretion column [12].
Most of the radiation in super-Eddington X-ray pulsars is released in the accretion column,
the contribution of the accretion disc is only about R∗/Rin. The accretion disc, at the same
time, becomes illuminated by the radiation flux exceeding the local Eddington limit, and thus
its structure as well as the position of the disc-magnetosphere interface should be affected
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Figure 3.3: Structure of the disc around a NS with magnetic moment µ= 1030 G cm3, mass
accretion rate m˙ = M˙/M˙Edd = 10, and spin period 4.87s. The upper panel shows deviations
from the Keplerian rotation as a function of the radial coordinate r =R/Rg. The middle and the
bottom panels show the relative disc thickness and the optical depth, respectively. Results for
the model described in the Paper II are shown by solid red lines. The standard disc model in
radiation-pressure- and gas-pressure-dominated regimes are shown by the dashed green and
dotted blue lines, respectively.
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significantly. Opacities in the accretion disc are high, hence the effects of irradiation from the
accretion column can be written as additional terms in the boundary conditions. First boundary
condition acquires an additional term related to the radiation drag and becomes
(3.7) M˙in (Ωin−ΩNS)R2in = kt
µ2Hin
R4in
+LΩin
c2
HinRin.
In the second boundary condition, a term related to radiation pressure should be added
(3.8) W inrφ = 2αHin
(
µ2
8piR6in
+ L
4piR2inc
)
.
The structure of a super-Eddington accretion disc around an accreting magnetized NS is shown
in Fig. 3.4.
Rsph
Rin
H=R
wind
gas−pressure−dominated
radiation−pressure−dominated
advective
accretion discmagnetosphere
Figure 3.4: Structure of an accretion disc around a ULXP. For very high mass accretion rates,
the inner parts of the disc, inside the spherization radius Rsph indicated in the sketch, enter the
super-Eddington accretion regime. Inside Rsph, the thin disc model is not applicable. Mass loss
in a wind is shown by blue arrows. The accretion column, where most of the energy is released,
is shown by yellow cones, and the red wavy lines refer to the radiation of the column that
may affect the inner disc pressure balance. The red vertical line marks the effective boundary
between the disc and the magnetosphere at the inner radius, see the Paper III.
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In reality the radius of the magnetosphere differs from the classical Alfvén radius by a
dimensionless factor ξ defined as
(3.9) Rm = ξRA = ξ
(
µ2
2M˙
p
2GM
)2/7
.
Analytical models of disc accretion onto magnetized NSs predict the values of the dimensionless
coefficient ξ from 0.5 [25, 38, 39] to 1 [75]. MHD simulations for small magnetospheres of
young stars and white dwarfs give ξ ' 0.4−0.5. Recent simulations [55] show that ξ is not
constant but rather depends on the magnetic field and mass accretion rate. In Papers II and III
included in this thesis we confirm this finding using our semi-analytical models. Magnetospheric
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Figure 3.5: Magnetospheric radius in units of Rg as a function of the accretion rate for a
NS with a magnetic moment of µ= 1030 G cm3. Parts of the black solid curve with different
slopes correspond to the different regimes of accretion near the magnetospheric boundary.
Two standard solutions are plotted with the grey dotted lines: ξ= 0.5 and ξ= 1 (spherically-
symmetric case), see Paper III for the details.
radius (in units of gravitational radius Rg = GM/c2) dependence on mass accretion rate is
shown in Fig. 3.5 for a wide range of accretion rates. The inner regions of the discs in most X-
ray pulsars are in the gas-pressure-dominated regime. As the accretion rate increases, radiation
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pressure becomes important. For pulsar-scale magnetic fields, µ∼ 1030 G cm3, this happens at
luminosities of a few times LEdd, which are quite reachable, for instance, in Be/X-ray binaries
during strong outbursts like the recent super-Eddington outburst of SMC X-3 [69, 71]. As we
show in Paper II, when the radiation pressure dominates at the inner edge of a sub-critical disc,
the magnetospheric radius becomes almost independent of accretion rate
(3.10) Rin ≈ 170(α/0.1)2/9 (µ30)4/9 (M/1.4M¯)−10/9Rg,
where µ30 is magnetic moment of the NS in units 1030 G cm3. Thus, provided with a direct
measurement of the magnetospheric radius (for example, from quasi-periodic oscillations or
from the break in the power density spectrum, see [61] and [47]), we can directly estimate the
magnetic moment of the NS, with a weak dependence on the viscosity parameter α.
The inner disc radius is defined mainly by the balance of pressures. The pressure inside the
disc is related to its thickness. Thus, the dependence of H/R on M˙ is crucial for the behaviour
of Rin(M˙). As the accretion rate increases, advection starts to play important role. The relative
thickness of the disc is no more proportional to M˙, and the magnetospheric radius again depends
on M˙. The interplay between wind losses and advection makes the radius dependence on mass
accretion rate shallower than the ξ= const approximation historically proposed for spherical
accretion but stronger than Rin = const.
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SUMMARY OF THE ORIGINAL PUBLICATIONS
4.1 Paper I – On the Eddington limit for relativistic
accretion discs
In this paper we considered the transition of an accretion disc to the super-Eddington regime.
We estimated the critical mass accretion rate taking into account relativistic corrections and
found that it is about of factor of two larger than in non-relativistic consideration. Also we
found that the non-linear gravity dependence in a realistically thick disc decreases the critical
mass accretion rate and estimated the amplitude of the effect. Advection effects work in the
opposite direction. We found that including all the effects simultaneously tends to further
increase the local Eddington limit, but the efficiency of accretion decreases for the critical mass
accretion rate.
4.2 Paper II – Super-Eddington accretion onto a
magnetized neutron star
In this paper we proposed a model of an accretion disc interacting with the magnetosphere
through a narrow layer near its inner edge. Our model also accounts for radiation pressure from
the central source (accretion column). Though the radiation of the disc itself is unlikely to be
observed directly, the model allows to find the size of the magnetosphere and, subsequently, to
predict equilibrium periods, spin-up rates and possibly other observational properties of both
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classical and ultra-luminous X-ray pulsars. We applied this model to the ultraluminous X-ray
pulsars M82 X-2 and NGC 7793 P13 and estimated the magnetic moment of the NS in these
objects as µ= 9×1030 G cm3 and µ= 7×1030 G cm3 respectively. We found that irradiation
effects from the column can be important at luminosities L≥ 1040 erg s−1.
4.3 Paper III - Super-Eddington accretion discs with
advection and outflows around magnetized neutron
stars
In this paper we further developed the model described in the Paper II. We took into account
the effects of heat advection and mass loss by the wind. This allows to describe the accretion
discs in a locally super-Eddington regime. We applied the model to NGC 5907 X-1, known
for its very high luminosity, and found the upper limit on its magnetic field µ ≤ 7.5×1031/
µ≤ 5.5×1031 G cm3 without/with irradiation from the accretion column. The model may be
applied to a large variety of magnetized neutron stars accreting close to or above their Eddington
limits: ultra-luminous X-ray pulsars, Be/X-ray binaries in outbursts, and other systems.
4.4 The author’s contribution to the publications
Paper I: On the Eddington limit for relativistic accretion disks
The author of the thesis constructed the basic thin-disc solution and made an equal contribution
to the discussion section.
Paper II: Super-Eddington accretion onto a magnetized neutron star
The author wrote the numerical code used to simulate the accretion disc around a neutron star,
produced and analyzed the results, and wrote most of the manuscript.
Paper III: Super-Eddington accretion discs with advection and outflows around
magnetized neutron stars
The author contributed to the main idea of the paper, wrote a new accretion disc code used for
the calculations, and made a significant contribution to the scientific discussion of the results.
The author also prepared most of the manuscript.
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5
FUTURE STUDIES
There are two main groups of projects originating from the results and discoveriesobtained in my doctoral studies.
5.1 Super-critical accretion onto a black hole
It would be interesting to develop a semi-analytical model of a time-dependent super-critical
accretion disc around a black hole in full general relativity taking into account advection and
outflows.
In a steady-state slim-disc approximation, this was done by [15]. Even in such a formulation,
the problem is complicated both because of the general relativity formalism and due to the
singularity at the inner boundary condition related to the transonic nature of the flow. An
elegant and potentially rewarding solution of the latter problem is actually to consider a time-
dependent problem where the sonic point is no more a singularity but may be tracked during
the post-processing stage of the simulation.
Solving this problem will be a step forward in our understanding the physics, variability
and dynamics of the objects such as ultra-luminous X-ray sources and rapidly accreting
supermassive black holes.
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5.2 Super-critical accretion onto a neutron star
The model of super-critical accretion onto a magnetized NS that we present in this thesis is a
semi-analytical model. It is important to compare the results with the numerical simulations and
observations. The numerical simulations will allow to predict the sizes of the magnetospheres
(crucial for magnetic dipole field estimates) and test the thick disc and magnetosphere models.
Using the observational data, it will be possible to check the existence of the effects such as the
constant magnetosphere size in the radiation-pressure-dominated disc regime predicted in our
work.
Another direction of future work is to extend the model of disc accretion onto a magnetized
neutron star to the non-stationary case that would allow to calculate the transitions between the
accretor and propeller stages, as well as the power spectrum of viscous-timescale variability.
It would be interesting also to consider the spin-down mechanisms in accreting systems
with NSs. We know that a NS is spun up by the matter entering the magnetosphere, but the
spin-down mechanisms are still poorly understood. It is believed that a NS spins down due
to interaction between the magnetic field of a NS and the accretion disc. Recent numerical
simulations by [55] have shown that the magnetic field can penetrate the disc only in a narrow
band near the inner rim, that is not enough to spin down the NS efficiently. Another possible
spin-down mechanism is magnetospheric outflows carrying away the angular momentum from
the magnetosphere. This idea can be checked using numerical simulations of magnetospheric
accretion.
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